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In a communtcattons etwork with a htstory-independent &strrbuted routing control for calls 
to a particular destmation, Ferformance is enhanced if there IS a sufficiently diverse alternate 
routing capability and if cycles are avotded while a path 1s created. Such a routing relies on the 
construction of an acyclic spanning subgraph in which ah except k nodes are k-connected to the 
destmatton ode. A linear-time algorithm generates a subgraph with these properties tf such a 
subgraph exists. These subgraphs are characterized,, and, whenever the condittons of the charac- 
terization are satisfied, a linear-time algorithm constructs k node-disjoint paths from a particular 
source node to the destmatton. 
S. Introduction 
Consider the routing of an arbitrary call to a destination ode d in a communica- 
tions network. The network is represented by a directed graph G = (N, E), with a set 
of n nodes N and a set of e directed edges E. (To simplify subsequent complexity 
statements, uppose for convenience that O(e) 2 n.) There are no parallel edges (that 
is, at most one edge exists from any particular node to another). For XE N, AG@) 
is the set of nodes y such that there is a directed edge from x to y in G, and 
BG(x) - (y: xeAG(y)). A path from x to y in G is a sequence of nodes zs, . . . ,z, 
such that zs =x, z,,, =y, and z,~A~(z,_r) for i=l,2,...,m. The routing of a call 
involves finding a path in G from the source of the call to d. A d-routing control 
specifies the mechanism for attempting to find such a path. The d-routing control 
is distributed with the path created one node at a time so that, having reached a node 
x#d, node x chooses ome y rgAG(x) to append to the path, and the call then pro- 
ceeds similarly from y. The distributed -routing control is history-independent, so 
the choice of a node to follow after any given node on a path depends only on the 
destination d. A subgraph of (N,E) is a graph (N’,E’) with N’c N and E’ c E. A 
spanning subgraph of (N, E) is a graph (N, E’) with E’G E. (If S is a spanning sub- 
graph of G, then As(x) cAG(x) and B’(x) E BG(x) for each xf N.) A particular 
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htstory-independent distributed d-routing control can be represented by a spanning 
subgraph S of G, so that node y may directly follow node x on the path of a call 
routed to d if and only if y E&X). Such a subgraph is a d-routing. We are 
interested in constructing a d-routing with certain properties specified below. 
A capability for alternate routing exists when As(x) contains more than one ele- 
ment. A d-routing may enhance survivability, availability, and efficiency if it pro- 
vides a sufficiently diverse alternate routing capability to mitigate unpredictable 
damage, failure, and congestion in the network. Two paths are node-disjoint if no 
node, except perhaps the initial and final nodes, appears on both paths. For a posi- 
tive integer k, a node x is k-connected to d in a subgraph S if there exist k paths 
from x to d in S such that the k paths are pairwise node-disjoint. The out-degree 
of a node x m a subgraph S is IA’(x)l. (For a finite set 2, lZl is the number of ele- 
ments in 2.) A node x is conczsely k-connected to d in S if x has out-degree at least 
k in S and for any A G As(x) with IA I = k there exist k pairwise node-disjoint paths 
from x to d such that the k nodes directly following x on the k paths are the nodes 
of A. A set of nodes is (concrse[y) k-connected to d if each node in that set is (con- 
cisely) k-connected to d. For a given k, concise k-connectivity from the largest pos- 
sible set to d is a desirable property to require in a d-routing. 
A cycle is a path from a node x to itself, where x appears exactly twice on the 
path and no node other than x appears more than once. A graph is acyclic if it con- 
tains no cycle. A history-independent distributed d-routing control could cause a 
path to inefficiently include cycles on its way to d or even to travel around some 
cycle interminably without ever reaching d. We therefore seek a d-routing that is 
acyclic. Various methods have been proposed for avoiding cycles in communica- 
tions networks [1,5,10-121. These include using information (other than the identity 
of d) transmitted from node to node as the path is generated; having end-to- 
end control with the entire path chosen at the source; maintaining control of the 
path from one centralized point; constraining the path to include at most one node 
between source and destination; using a fixed hierarchy among the nodes to limit 
path choices; and requiring each node on the path to be closer, in some sense, to 
the destination than the previous node. The first four methods are inconsistent with 
the assumption of a history-independent distributed d-routing control. The latter 
three methods may unduly eliminate possibilities for alternate routing. The present 
approach has the flavor of the last method, but does not unnecessarily restrict the 
routing possibilities. 
The acyclic property inherently limits k-connectivity. An ordering x1, . . . ,xh of 
the nodes of a subgraph S is an acyclic ordering if &x,)E {xi,...,x,_r) for 
i=l , . . . , h. A subgraph S is ar,yclic if and only if there exists an acyclic ordering of 
its nodes 19, p. 291. Therefore, an acyclic d-routing can have at most n -k nodes 
with out-degree at least k and hence at most n - k nodes that are k-connected to d, 
so at least k nodes cannot be k-connected to d. In view of this limitation, assume 
throughout hat we are given as input a predetermined set Q of k nodes such that 
k-connectivity is not sought from nodes in Q to d. (The set Q is taken here as fixed 
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and given. Its initial selection remains as a separate issue, and is discussed briefly 
in Section 4.) The d-routing constructron problem now becomes: given G = (N, E), 
integer k with 15 ks n - 1, and Q c N with d E Q and ) Q\ = k, find an acyclic span- 
ning subgraph in which N \ Q is concisely k-connected to d if such a subgraph exists. 
(For sets Y and 2, Y \Z is the set of elements in Y but not in Z.) 
Section 2 gives an algorithm which constructs m O(e) time a spanning subgraph 
S and an acyclic ordering x1, . . . , x, of its nodes such that x1 = d, {x2, . . . ,xk} = 
Q\d c B’(d), and each node in N \Q has out-degree at least k in S, if such a 
subgraph exists. (A single element y considered as a set is denoted y, rather than 
{ y) .) Section 3 characterizes acyclic spanning subgraphs in which N \ Q is concrselv 
k-connected (kc n) to d as those spanning subgraphs S for which there is an acyclic 
ordering of the nodes xl, . . ..x. with x1 =d, {x2, . . ..xk) =Q/dc B’(d)% and each 
node in N \Q has ant-degree at least k in S. This result is based on an algorithm 
which, given an input satisfying the conditions of the characterization, constructs 
k node-disjoint paths from any node in N \Q to d in O(e) time. A consequence of
this characterization is that the O(e) algorithm of Section 2 constructs an acyclic 
spanning subgraph in which N \ Q is concisely k-connected to d, if such a subgraph 
exists. Section 4 observes that a natural distance-based approach may fail to fmd 
a suitable d-routing when one exists, and discusses complexity issues related to the 
initial section of the given set Q. 
Efficient algorithms have been given for various problems involving k-connec- 
tivity. These include testing if a graph is k-connected [2,8]; determining the con- 
nectivity of a graph [3]; finding the 2-connected and 3-connected components of a 
graph [6,7,15]; constructing k node-disjoint paths of minimum total cost between 
two specified nodes [13]; and constructing 2 node-disjoint paths of minimum total 
cost from one node to each other node [14]. There does not appear to be a previous 
study of acyclic spanning subgraphs with particular k-connectivity properties. 
2. Algorithm 
This section gives an efficient algorithm for constructing a spanning subgraph 
S and an acyclic ordering x1, . . . , x, of its nodes such that x1 = d, (x2, . . . ,xk) = 
Q\d G B’(d), and each node in N\Q has out-degree at least k in S, if a subgraph 
exists. The input of this algorithm, Algorithm 1, consists of n; the set B’(y) for 
each YEN; k; and an ordered set of k nodes Q = (x,, . . . ,xk) with xl = d. As output 
the algorithm gives sets As(y) for each ye N (determining an acyclic spanning 
subgraph S) and an ordered set of h nodes x1, . ._ ,xh (where ks h ~5 n) such that 
Q\d~BS(d)ifh>k,AS(x,)c{xl,...,x,_,}fori=1,...,h,andx,hasout-degreeat 
leastkinSfori=k+l,..., h. Theorem 1 shows that this subgraph S has the desired 
properties (and h =n), if any such spanning subgraph exists. The method of the 
algorithm involves maintaining and iteratively extending an ordermg of a subset of 
the nodes x1, . . . , x,,. At each iteration, the algorithm picks y E N \ {xl,. . . , xh} with 
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pC(y)n(x,,..., xh} 12 k, if such y exists, and sets xh+.i +y, AS(x~+l)+-AG(xk+l)n 
(X,9 ..*, xh} , and h + h + 1. Among the variables used in Algorithm 1, h is the num- 
ber of nodes already ordered; AS(y) is the temporary value of that output set for 
YEN\{X,,..., xt,}; f(y)= IA’(y)]; and R is the set of nodes y withf(y)zk and y 
not yet in the ordering. 
Algorithm 1. 
Initialization step. 
(a) As(x,) + {xJ: lrj<r and x,~B~(x,)} for i=l,..., k. 
(b) A”(y)+{x,: 1 lisk and y~B~(x,)} for y~N\{xt,...,xk}. 
(c) f(u)+ IA’(u)1 for yEN\{xl,...,xkI. 
(d) R+{y: y~N\(x,,...,x~) andf(y)=k). 
(e) h+ k. 
(f) If (x2, ***, xk} \BG(d)#O then stop. 
General step. 
(a) If R =0 then stop. 
(b) Otherwise 
(b.1) select any ZE R; 
(b.2) x/,+1 +z; 
(b.3) h+h+l; 
(b.4) R+R\z; 
(b.5) for each y~B~(x~)\{x,,...,x~), 
(b.5.1) AS(y)+-AS(y)Uxh; 
(b-5.2) f(u)+f(u)+l; 
(b.5.3) if y@R andf(y)=k then R+RUy. 
If McN, then the subgraph of G induced by M, denoted G(M), consists of 
the set of nodes M and the set of all edges in G joining pairs of nodes in M. 
Theorem 1 interprets the set {x1, . . . . xh} generated by Algorithm 1 either as Q if 
(Q\d)\B’(d)#tB or otherwise as the greatest set M with QrMcZV such that 
G(M) has an acyclic spanning subgraph T with Q\d~Br(d) and with each node 
in M \Q having out-degree at least k m T. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that there are given inputs conststmg of n; the set BG(y) for 
each y E N; k; and an ordered set of k nodes Q = {x,, . . . ,xk} wtth xl = d. Algorithm 
1 terminates rn trme O(e). The spanning subgraph S whose edges are determined by 
thesetsAS(y)foreachyENisacychc, Q\dCBS(d)ifh>k, AS(x,)~{x,,...,x,_,} 
for i=l,..., h,andx,hasout-degreeatleastkmSforI=k+l,...,h.~QcMcN 
and G(M) has an acychc spannrng subgraph T with Q \ d c RT(d) and with each 
node rn M \Q having out-degree at least k in T, then MS (x,, . . ..xs). Therefore, 
for k < n, G has an acyclic spanning subgraph T such that Q \ ,d c B T(d) and each 
node m N \ Q has out-degree at least k in T if and only tf Algorithm 1 terminates 
wrth h = n, and, rf so, the subgraph S satisfies these conditrons. 
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Proof. The initialization step takes time O(e). If the general step selects z E R at a 
particular iteration, then that iteration of the general step takes time O(JBG(z)l). 
No node is selected in more than one iteration of the general step. Therefore, all 
passes through the general step require total time O(e). 
At the beginning and end of each iteration of the general step, 
and 
As(y) = AG(y) fl {x1, . . . . x,,} for each YEN \ {xi, . . . ,x,,}, (1) 
f(y)=jAs(y)l =~AG(y)n{x,,...,xh)l foreachy~N\{xl,...,xh}, (2) 
R = {y: y~N\{x,,...,x,,} andf(y)>k}. (3) 
Suppose that Algorithm 1 creates an ordering of h nodes XI, . . . ,xh by termina- 
tion. By (1), 
M(x,) =AG(x,)n{xl ,..., x,-t) for i=l,..., h 
and S is acyclic. Consider h> k. By (a) and (f) of the initialization step, deal 
for i=2, . . . . k. By (2) and (3), (&(x,)l;rk for i=k+l,..., h. 
If termination occurs at (f) of the initialization step then (Q\d)\BG(d)#O and 
the proof is completed. Suppose that termination occurs at (a) of the general step 
with R = 0. By (2) and (3), 
W(Y) n {x,, . . . , Xh}l <k for each yEN\{x,,...,xh}. (4) 
Suppose that Q c MC N with M \ (x1, . . . , xh) #0 and there exist a spanning sub- 
graph T of G(M) and an acyclic ordering of the nodes zI, . . . , ~1~1 in T with z, =x, 
for i=l,..., kand IAr(z,)l=kfor l=k+l,..., /MI. Pick j to be the smallest i with 
z,~M\(x~ ,..., xh}. Then 
kl jmZ,)l = IAT(Z,)n(Z1,...,ZJ-l}I 
5 IATtZ,)n {x1, . . . . ~~11 = i~G(Z,vvx,,...,xh~i 
which contradicts (4). Therefore no such subgraph T and ordering of the nodes 
zl, . . . ,zlMI exist, and the proof is completed. Cl 
The time complexity for Algorithm 1 exhibited in Theorem 1 does not depend on 
k. Indeed, if k= 1 then it is sufficient to find a spannmg subtree with d at its root, 
and that has the same O(e) time complexity as the problem for general k. 
Instead of having Algorithm 1 terminate if no feasible solution exists for a given 
k, one may generalize the present approach to solve for the largest gl k such that 
the problem is feasible with g replacing k. Here, assume that Q = (x1, .*. ,xk} is 
given with IAG(x,) n (xi,. . . ,x,_ ,} ( = i - 1 for i = 2, . . . , k Then the generalized prob- 
lem is to find the largest g= k such that an acyclic spanning subgraph S exists with 
(x2, . ..9 xg} C_ B’(d) and with each node in N \ {xi, . . . ,xg) having out-degree at least 
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g in 5‘. Algorithm 1 requires only minor modifications to solve this problem. The 
algorithm would maintain R,={y:y~N\{x~,...,x~},f(y)=g} for l=g<k, as 
well as R. Whenever the generalized algorithm finds R =0 in part (a) of the general 
step with h < n, it would set k +- k - 1 and R 6 Rk and continue. 
3. Characterization 
This section gives, in Theorem 2, a characterization of those acyclic spanning sub- 
graphs in whtch N \Q is concisely k-connected to d. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
based on the construction of Algorithm 2 which, given an input consistent with the 
condittons of the charactertzation, efficiently constructs k pairwise node-disjoint 
paths from a particular node in N \ Q to d. 
The input to Algorithm 2 consists of n; k; an ordering of the nodes XI, . . ..x., 
with x,=d and {x1,..., xk) =Q; the set A’(x,) cAG(x,) for i= 1, . . ..n. and an 
integer h with k + 1 chr n. (Note that the sets A’(x,) determine a spanning sub- 
graph S of G.) As output the algorithm gives k node-disjoint paths emanating from 
xhh. Theorem 2 shows that each path is from xh to d if {x2, .. ..xk} E Bs(d) and the 
ordering is acyclic m S with x, having out-degree at least k in S for i= k+ 1, . . ..n. 
The method of the algorithm involves maintaining and iteratively extending k node- 
disjoint paths from xh. The paths are constructed so that, after the initialization of 
the algorithm, if x, is the last node on one path and xJ is some node other than the 
last node on another path then i<J. At each iteration, the algorithm chooses the 
path whose last node has the largest index, and that path is extended by one more 
node. Among the variables used in Algorithm 2, P(i) is the index identifying the 
path containing x, (1 <I c h) if x, is on any path and P(i) = 0 otherwise; m(p) is the 
number of nodes on path p (1 spc k); I(p,j) is the index of theJth node on path 
p (2 IJ= m(p), 1 cpr k); and u is the maximum of the indices of the final node 
(I(p,m(p))) on the various paths. 
Algorithm 2. 
Inrtiahzation step. 
(a) P(r)+0 for r=l,...,h-1. 
(b) If ]#(&)I rk then select any distinct x ,(r), .. ..x.(k) from As(x*); otherwise 
stop. 
(c; Forp=l,...,k, 
(c-1) QP, 2) + r(p); 
(c-2) m(p) + 2; 
(c.3) if r(p)> 1 then P(r(p)) 4-p. 
(d) u+max{Z(l,2) ,..., I(k,2)). 
General step. 
(a) Select any X, ~A’(jc,) with P(I) =0 if such x, exists; otherwise stop. 
(a. 1) I(P(u), m(P(u)) + 1) + s; 
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(a.2) m(P(u)) + f@(u)) + 1; 
(a.3) if i > 1 then P(i) + P(u). 
(b) If there exists some u c u with P(u) #0, then u + max{ u: u c U, P(u) # 0) and 
continue; otherwise u + 1 and stop. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that there art given inputs consisting of n; a spanning sub- 
graph S; k; and a set of noaes QG N with de Q and [Q[ =k<n. Then S is acyclic 
with N \ Q concisely k-connected to d in S $ and only if Q \ d E B’(d) and there 
is an acyclic ordering in S of the nodes xl,. . . ,x,, wtth (x1, . . . ,xk) = Q, x1 = d, and 
x, havrng out-degree at least k in S for i = k + 1, . . . , n. When Q \d E B’(d) and such 
an ordering is given, Algorithm 2 constructs k node-disjoint paths from any xh 
(k+ lshsn) to d in time O(e). 
Proof. Suppose that S is acyclic with N \Q k-connected to d in S. Because S is 
acyclic, there exists an acyclic ordering in S of the nodes x1, . . . ,x,,. Then the acyclic 
ordering together with x, being k-connected to d for each xi EN \ Q implies that 
lx,, . . . . xk} = Q, xi = d, and Q \d (; I@(d). Furthermore, k-connectivity from N \ Q 
to d implies IAS(x,)lrk for i=k+l,..., n. 
Now suppose that Q\d c B’(d) and there is an acyclic ordering in S of the nodes 
x1, .**, x, with {xl, . . . . xk} = Q, x1 = d, and 1 As(x,) 1 z k for I = k+ 1, . . . , n. The acyclic 
ordering implies that S is acyclic. Pick any h with k+ 1 rhsn. To complete the 
proof, it suffices to show that Algorithm 2 constructs k node-disjoint paths from 
xh to d in time O(e). Let I(p, l)=h for p= 1, . . . . k. 
We first establish that 
max{l(p, m(p)): p = 1, . . . , k} 
=ucmin{l(p,j):p=l,..., kand j=l,..., m(p)-1) (5) 
at the beginning and end of each full iteration of the general step. By (d) of the 
initialization step, (5) holds at the beginning of the first iteration of the general step. 
Now suppose that (5) holds at the beginning of some arbitrary full iteration of the 
general step, so it suffices to show that (5) holds at the end of that iteration. But 
(5) then continues to hold by the induction hypothesis and by (a) and (b) of the 
general step. 
Because u2 2 at the beginning of each iteration of the general step (except perhaps 
the first iteration which may begin with u = 1 and terminate immediately if k = 1) and 
u is decreased by at least 1 in each full iteration of the general step, Algorithm 2 
must terminate. Because /As( 2 k by hypothesis, Algorithm 2 does not stop at 
(b) of the initialization step. The algorithm does not stop at (a) of the general step 
for u 2 k f 1, because then [As( 2 k by hypothesis and because (5) implies that 
there are at most k- 1 indices i< u with P(z)#O. The algorithm does not stop at (a) 
of the general step for kr ur2, because then xl =d EA’(x,) by hypothesis and 
P(1) = 0. Thus Algorithm 2 must stop at (b) in some iteration of the general step with 
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u = 1. Because the algorithm terminates with 
max{I(p,m(p)): ~=l,...,k} = u = 1, 
I(p,m(p)) = 1 for P=l,...,k 
at termmation. 
Consider the k paths constructed such that path p consists of the sequence of 
nodes xJ(p,I)s .-.~~J(p,n~(p)). Each is a path in S from xh to d. The paths are node- 
disjoint because, for 1 <i<h, node x, is on path p if and only if P(i) =p. 
The initialization step takes O(h) time. An iteration of the general step for a given 
u takes O(lAs(xU)l) time in part (a). All iterations of the general step total no more 
than O(h) time in part (b). Thus Algorithm 2 takes time O(e). Cl 
4. Remarks 
One approach to avoiding cycling in communications networks with history- 
independent distributed routing is to restrict the d-routing so that each node on a 
path is, in some sense, closer to the destination than the previous node [S, lo]. Close- 
ness could be determined by the length of a shortest path, given some weights on 
the edges, from a node to d. Alternatively, it could be determined by picking a par- 
ticular spanning tree T (not necessarily a subgraph) rooted at d and having distance 
measured according to the number of edges in the path in T between a node and 
d. (The present approach leads to a special case of the latter with T being a chain.) 
A natural choice of weights is 1 for each edge, resulting in a spanning subtree T of 
minimum hop paths to d. Such an approach does serve to eliminate cycles, but it 
imposts routing restrictions that may preclude k-connectivity even in graphs that 
have a suitable k-connected acyclic spanning subgraph. For example, if B’(d)= 
N \d and a minimum hop tree is used, then no node would have more than 1 
permissible path to d. 
The selectlon of the k- 1 nodes in Q\d has been taken throughout as predeter- 
mined and given. One selection objective, based on maximizing the number of edges 
joining pairs of nodes from Q in an acyclic spanning subgraph, would seek nodes 
x1 ,..., xk with xl=d and (xl ,..., ~,_~)cA’(x,) for i=2 ,..., k. The question of 
whether such a set of nodes exists is NP-complete, because the clique problem [4] 
can be transformed into it. Another objective, based on maximizing the connectivity 
from N \ Q to Q, would seek k- 1 nodes Q\d such that N \ Q c U,,Q BG(y). The 
question of whether such a set of nodes exists is NP-complete, because the minimum 
cover problem [4] can be transformed into it. The complexity of determining 
whether there exists Q E N with de Q, 1 Q I= k, and such that G has an acyclic span- 
ning subgraph S with N \Q concisely k-connected to d in S remains an open ques- 
tion. Given the set Q, the construction of a suitable spanning subgraph of G(Q) to 
become the subgraph induced by Q of any feasible spanning subgraph S of G is 
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trivial. It suffices for that subgraph to be acyclic and include an edge from each 
node in Q\d to d. A further objective, given Q, would be to seek an acychc span- 
ning subgraph of G(Q) such that there is connectivity inthe subgraph between the 
maximum possible number +k(k- 1) of ordered pairs of nodes. The question of 
whether such a subgraph exists is NP-complete, because the Hamiltonian path prob- 
lem [4] can be transformed into it. Another further objective, given Q, would be 
to seek an acyclic spanning subgraph of G(Q) such that the subgraph as the largest 
possible number of edges. The complexity of this problem remains an open ques- 
tion. 
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